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MARTA
LA FARFALLA
The freshener for your vehicle.

www.martalafarfalla.it
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INNOVATION & 
HISTORY

DESIGN 

Protected by copyright law, authentic and innovative. The back makes the butterfly unique and 
has been designed and made in order to increase the air contact surface and, as a result, the 
diffusion of the fragrance in the vehicle/room. The option of increasing or reducing the diffusion 
of air from the vents means the fragrance is released gradually.

QUALITY

Its composition makes Marta La Farfalla durable and lightweight at the same time (without 
making your hands or other parts of the vehicle greasy), 30% of the perfume encapsulated in the 
plastic promotes and guarantees durability, even after several months, gradually releasing a light 
fragrance. The gradual release of the fragrance means that all the nuances are appreciated without 
being too strong.

FRAGRANCES 

An accurate selection of fine Italian and French fragrances. Each fragrance has its story, each story 
has its colour...

Marta la farfalla

Marta La Farfalla is a Fra-Ber brand founded in 2014 as a car freshener. Today, the brand has 
extended its range of fresheners to air freshener sticks, scented sheets for wardrobes and drawers 
and spray versions used for every occasion. Marta La Farfalla distinguishes itself from all other 
competitors for:
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE

Open the box and fit the product on the air vents using the special hook. The supply can be adjusted 
and you can extend the duration of the perfume by reducing the air flow from the vents. The product 
can also be used as an air freshener for the environment.

EASY TO ASSEMBLE 

Marta la farfalla
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BLISTER FRAGRANCES 
PACK

Pleasant fanciful and fruity colour arrangements featuring a delicate core with a scent 
of strawberries and wild berries that have an enveloping and persistent fragrance. Wild 
strawberries are immediately striking for their sweet top notes that persist in a pleasant 
alternation of sweet and fruity aromas and recall the idea of a forest in a summer day. 
The intense colours of the vegetation, the smell of musk, the perfume of cyclamens, 
the smell of warm leaves under the sun, the cool feeling of a patch of shade along the 
route. A delicious and irresistible fragrance that inebriates and blends with the intense 
scent of blueberry, raspberry and blackberry. The olfactory construction, based on the 
sweetness and the markedly fruity accents of strawberry and wild fruits confer a young, 
sweet and joyful character to the fragrance. Besides, the intense and fruity scent is 
inherent in the very root of the name fragaria, which originates from the Sanskrit word 
'ghra', which means fragrance.

An unusual, fresh and intense fragrance: the top notes overwhelm the 
senses with a breeze of pungent and fruity notes of bergamot and frozen 
apple sorbet; the middle notes introduce a reassuring contrast of sage and 
patchouli, with a sharp impact that gives the fragrance an incisive touch that 
recalls the extreme freshness typical of the biting cold of Northern Europe. 
A strong burst of freshness, of a growing buzzing energy galvanizes the senses, as 
if overwhelmed by the grip of extreme cold. This vibrant and enveloping feeling of 
freshness is given by the combination of fruity notes that meet the more vibrant notes 
of flowers. The composition is dominated by the aromatic middle notes that blend 
with sensual and vibrant woody fragrances. The immediate perception given by this 
fragrance is that of a vibrant and enveloping freshness, of sparkling excitement.

STRAWBERRY

BLUE ICE

8 027486 750993

8 027486 750986

Packaging

Code Item 

1 PC x 24 PCS 
75230

Packaging

Code Item 

1 PC x 24 PCS 
75229

Marta la farfalla
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8 027486 750948

This fresh and sporty, energetic and dynamic fragrance immediately transmits a feeling 
of freshness, which so intense thanks to the aquatic fragrance reminiscent of the sea. 
Its overflowing energy is released through the essence of peppermint and lavender, 
which evoke the foamy waves of the sea. The enveloping middle notes of jasmine, 
sandalwood and musk let your mind wander and imagine the swirling and intense 
view of flowing water. A burst of energy that is both an invitation to leave the city's 
traffic to wander off with your mind and reach Irish landscapes, to admire the leaden 
sea, a mirror reflecting the sky of Ireland in an autumn day. The composition spreads 
vitality and reveals a sparkling, intense and sensual character.

Green and aromatic, crisp and yet delicate with an oriental inspiration. The sweet notes 
of tea leaves have a delicate, enveloping fragrance developed on a fresh and green 
spectrum that transports the senses in a timeless journey into the Zen atmosphere 
of a Japanese garden. The reference to Japanese spring is a must and inevitable: the 
blossoming cherry trees celebrated with the Hanami, the intensity of green tea, the 
deep red of the delicate lotus flower, time passing softly and slowly, far away from 
the urban frenzy: this fragrance embodies the typical Japanese idea of   lightness and 
balance.

SILVER WATER

GREEN TEA

Marta la farfalla

8 027486 750979

Packaging

Code Item 

1 PC x 24 PCS 
75228

Packaging

Code Item 

1 PC x 24 PCS 
75225

BLISTER FRAGRANCES 
PACK
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8 027486 750955

8 027486 750962

A provocative fragrance originates from the combination of the sweet notes of vanilla 
and the pungent character of ginger. The ideal combination of two contrasting aromas: 
vanilla's softness goes well together with the strong taste of ginger and carries the 
suggestion of far away lands and an unmistakable Oriental flavour. A delicate and 
at the same time persistent fragrance, a journey through the spicy aromas typical of 
the bazaars of Istanbul. A bouquet of oriental essences evokes past times with men 
chatting while sitting on a bridge, contemplating ships sailing through the Bosporus, 
the magic of timeless time.

The sparking green and citrusy notes emerge to release an intense fragrance, 
punctuated by cheerful fruity accents that evoke the Mediterranean cheerfulness of 
Calabrian bergamots, Sicilian lemon leaves and basil, Tunisian orange blossoms and 
the flowers of Moroccan grapefruit trees. A lively and intense fragrance, reminiscent 
of open spaces and endless rows of citrus trees, the sparkling scent, the summer 
heat, the sound of the sea. Orange, the sweetest of citrus fruits, in the heart of the 
composition, dominates the whole fragrance, enriched with the pungent, crisp notes 
of lemon, which blend with the intense essences of bergamot and pungent essences 
of grapefruit, tempered by the sweet, fresh notes of mandarin.

VANILLA&GINGER

SICILY

Marta la farfalla

Packaging

Code Item 

1 PC x 24 PCS 
75227

Packaging

Code Item 

1 PC x 24 PCS 
75226

BLISTER FRAGRANCES 
PACK
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BLISTER FRAGRANCES 
PACK

8 027486 750931

8 027486 754755

A floral bouquet with a dominant essence, that of a black orchid, releases an intense 
and penetrating, sensual and enveloping fragrance. The elegant flower par excellence, 
pure and sophisticated, takes us through an olfactory getaway in the heart of the Far 
East, in the inebriating atmosphere of a magic fairy tale. Acclaimed for the refined 
beauty of its flowers, the deep, intense, almost narcotic, sensual, seductive and 
mysterious perfume of orchids recalls the graceful harmony of exotic gardens. A mix 
of unusual, voluptuous and noir fragrances, featuring top notes with an intense and 
strong character (currants, grapes, bergamot), sweet base notes (sandalwood, vetiver, 
patchouli) and the middle notes of the black orchid, which give the fragrance an 
incredible intensity and persistence.

The warm, sensual tones of leather merge with the balsamic recollection of vetiver, an 
irresistible embrace. The unmistakable smell of an artisan's workshop, where hides 
are processed, comes incredibly to life and merges with the toasted smell of autumn 
forests where dry branches from dormant trees crunch under every pace.
Wood, with an after-taste of bark and light rain, recalls the wild but harmless nature 
that seduces and enthrals us like a fawn that breathes in the aromatic smell of a warm 
bed of leaves. And everything is silent.

BLACK ORCHID

WOOD

Packaging

Code Item 

1 PC x 24 PCS 
75224

Packaging

Code Item 

1 PC x 24 PCS 
75637
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BLISTER FRAGRANCES 
PACK

8 027486 754700

8 027486 762101

The cold, winter air recalls the deep, sonorous notes of this fragrance: precious 
cardamom tips with their enveloping and exotic glamour combined with the sharp 
freshness of black basil.  All completed with the gentle strength of black pepper. Black 
Forest is a clear recollection of central European forests where the morning dew does 
not dispel with the first rays of sunlight and the coolness of the trees quenches the 
spirit of time. Breath after breath, we are taken away from our daily stress and, given 
its distant after-taste of wet earth, we almost hear the soft sound of streams flowing in 
the shade.

A specifically sophisticated feminine fragrance like the scent of roses and delicate as its 
colour. Its fragrance is reminiscent of the scent of rose petals dipped in the water of a 
cold stream that flows between flowering plants in a secret garden.
It transmits the desire to remember the good memories of times spent in the distant 
past.

BLACK FOREST

PINK ROSES

Packaging

Code Item 

1 PC x 24 PCS 
75632

Packaging

Code Item 

1 PC x 24 PCS 
76392
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XXL FRAGRANCES

JUNGLE

FRUITY

The sun’s essence after a storm in a jungle.
This is the image Marta La Farfalla XXL Jungle draws inspiration from. A landscape that 
does not go unnoticed, with sunrays reflected in drops of dew, releasing intense and 
vivid colours. A mix of warm, smooth, captivating olfactory... and spellbinding notes.

An intense, invigorating and inviting fragrance.
An irresistible mix of olfactory notes reminiscent of the yellow and orange shades of 
tropical fruit, like mangoes and papayas. Marta La Farfalla XXL Fruity: a hymn to fine 
weather.

1 PC X 14 PCS
77455

1 PC  X 14 PCS
77453

8 027486 772490

8 027486 772513

Packaging

Code Item 

Packaging

Code Item 

Marta la farfalla
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XXL FRAGRANCES

FLORAL An ethereal fragrance. 
Marta La Farfalla XXL Floral reproduces the scents of nature in spring, when flowers 
start to bloom, releasing more intense and exciting olfactory notes. The fragrances of a 
season that stands out for its spontaneity, lightness and elegance.

1 PC X 14 PCS
77454

8 027486 772506

Packaging

Code Item 

Marta la farfalla
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HOME FRAGRANCES

Air freshener sticks, with long-lasting fine Italian and French essences, carefully selected 
like all Marta La Farfalla fragrances. The best way to freshen the air with your favourite 
fragrance gradually and with a prolonged effect.

Air freshener.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: remove the lid of the bottle and replace it with the one 
provided, dip the sticks into the liquid and wait a few seconds so that the fragrance is 
absorbed by the sticks and gradually released upwards. For more intense diffusion, we 
recommend regularly turning the sticks upside down.

100 ml spray  1 PC x 6 PCS
76808

100 ml spray  1 PC x 6 PCS
76804

100 ml spray  1 PC x 6 PCS
76805

BLACK FOREST

BLACK ORCHID

VANILLA & GINGER

8 027486 766109

Marta la farfalla

8 027486 766093

Packaging

Code Item 

Packaging

Code Item 

Packaging

Code Item 
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HOME FRAGRANCES

100 ml spray  1 PC x 6 PCS
76807

100 ml spray  1 PC x 6 PCS
76806

AMBER

LAVENDER

8 027486 766116

8 027486 766123

Marta la farfalla

Packaging

Code Item 

Packaging

Code Item 
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CARD FRAGRANCES

Perfect to scent small spaces.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE: Open the package and hang or place the label directly in the 
drawers and cupboards. It can also be used in luggages and cars. 

1 PC x 20 PCS
76763

BLACK FOREST

BLACK ORCHID

8 027486 765683

8 027486 765669

Air and car freshener.

1 PC x 20 PCS
76761

Marta la farfalla

Packaging

Code Item 

Packaging

Code Item 
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CARD FRAGRANCES

VANILLA & GINGER

8 027486 765676

1 PC x 20 PCS
76762

Marta la farfalla

Packaging

Code Item 
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SPRAY FRAGRANCE
and DISPLAYS

Marta la farfalla

Air and car freshener with fine long-lasting  fragrances. Designed to release a pleasant 
fragrance and  eliminate unpleasant odours such as smoke, humidity, animals, etc.  It 
conveys a feeling of a scented and hygienic environment.

Hanger with mixed Marta La Farfalla fragrances; 2 hangers per pack.

Perfumes your vehicle.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: 1. Shake the can very well before use. 2. Spray inside the 
vehicle to diffuse deodorization. 3. For fabrics: spray from a distance of about 20-30 
cm and leave to dry (for delicate fabrics, first try on a hidden part). Note: Do not use 
on leather and hide.

PINK ROSES

MARTA LA FARFALLA 
HANGER

Packaging

Code Item 

150 ml spray  1 PC x 12 PCS
76391

8 027486 762095

1 pc / hook
18 hooks
1 pc x 18 hooks = 18 PCS OF MIXED FRAGRANCES
box 2 pcs

Code Item 76464 1 BOX 2 PCS
8 027486 762828
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Display for the blister packs and 150 ml Marta la Farfalla Pink Roses spray.

Self-assembling display for 150 ml Marta la Farfalla Pink Roses spray.

10 pcs for hooks   
4 hooks per shelf
4 shelves
TOTAL EXPO 160 PCS OF MIXED FRAGRANCES

7 pcs at the front 
5 pcs depth-wise
TOTAL EXPO 35 PCS

9 pcs per cell 
6 cells
TOTAL EXPO 54 PCS

Code Item 

Code Item 

76506

76507

DISPLAYS

FEMALE BLISTER PACK 
V.2A

8 027486 763221

8 027486 763238

Marta la farfalla

FEMALE PALL-BOX 
V.3A



DISPLAYS
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DISPLAY

DISPLAY XXL

1 BOX  X 24 PCS
75190

8 027486 784714

Display for 24 pcs of Marta La Farfalla packs.

Display for 12 pcs of Marta La Farfalla XXL packs.

1 BOX  X 12 PCS
78085

8 027486 750597

Packaging

Code Item 

Packaging

Code Item 



Your car freshener.

www.thebean.it

BEAN
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INNOVATION &
HISTORY

Bean

“Hello, my name is Bean and I am your favourite car air freshener.”

Why? Because you can choose your Bean not only according to colour or scent.
Bean is the only car air freshener that matches your mood and your attitude.
And you, what mood are you in today?

Bean Sporty: intense and full-bodied. 
Bean Balance: light and bubbly. 
Bean Glamour: literally intoxicating. 
Bean Casual: fruity and fresh. 
Bean Classic: stylish and refined.

The attention to detail applied in our products is directly proportional to the attention given to our 
clients.  Fra-Ber is proud of its creations and protects the creativity and expertise by patenting and 
protecting the design and composition of its range of specific products for every requirement.

The back of Bean is designed by the team of Fra-Ber engineers and is made   so as to increase 
the contact surface with the air and consequently the diffusion of the fragrance in the vehicle/
environment. Furthermore, having the option of increasing or decreasing the air output of the 
vehicle's vents allows a gradual release, according to one's preferences.

The quality of Bean reflects the quality that Fra-Ber has diffused in more than 60 countries 
worldwide for over 30 years. Fra-Ber is a company specialised in making vehicle care products and 
studies every detail to meet customer needs through innovation and research.

DESIGN

COPYRIGHT

QUALITY
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Bean is disassembled inside each pack. Both parts of the body of Bean are included in a poly bag 
that allows the fragrance not to disperse before use. The two parts are coupled together and Bean 
will be ready for use. Install it by simply applying it to the air vents of your vehicle, switch the 
ventilation system on to the desired speed.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

Bean

EASY TO ASSEMBLE 
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BLISTER FRAGRANCES 
PACK

Bean Glamour: its scent is literally intoxicating and its 
essence is based on white flowers and fine elements such 
as Bourbon Vanilla.

GLAMOUR

Bean Casual: its fragrance is reminiscent of outdoors,
fruity and pungent, fresh and aromatic, finishing off with 
cedar wood, suitable for those who love the outdoors and a 
relaxed lifestyle.

Bean Balance: for Zen personalities. Its colour is green and 
smells of bergamot; delicate, light and bubbly.

CASUAL

BALANCE

8 027486 762040

8 027486 762033

8 027486 762064

Packaging

Code Item 

Packaging

Code Item 

Packaging

Code Item 

1 PC x 12 PCS 
76386

1 PC x 12 PCS 
76385

1 PC x 12 PCS 
76388

Bean
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BLISTER FRAGRANCES
PACK

Bean Classic: black for excellence; stylish and sought after 
just like saffron; a mysterious trail with woods and amber;
suitable for those who are convinced that classic is always 
the best choice.

Bean Sporty: light blue, for those who feel sporty and 
love to always be on the move. An intense and full-bodied 
fragrance.

CLASSIC

SPORTY

8 027486 762057

8 027486 762026

Packaging

Code Item 

Packaging

Code Item 

1 PC x 12 PCS 
76387

1 PC x 12 PCS 
76384

Bean
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BOX FRAGRANCES

GLAMOUR

CASUAL

BALANCE

1 PC x 12 PCS 
76102

1 PC x 12 PCS 
76101

1 PC x 12 PCS  
76104

8 027486 759316

8 027486 759309

8 027486 759330

Bean Glamour: its scent is literally intoxicating and its 
essence is based on white flowers and fine elements such 
as Bourbon Vanilla.

Bean Casual: its fragrance is reminiscent of outdoors,
fruity and pungent, fresh and aromatic, finishing off with 
cedar wood, suitable for those who love the outdoors and a 
relaxed lifestyle.

Bean Balance: for Zen personalities. Its colour is green and 
smells of bergamot; delicate, light and bubbly.

Packaging

Code Item 

Packaging

Code Item 

Packaging

Code Item 

Bean
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BOX FRAGRANCES

CLASSIC

SPORTY

1 PC x 12 PCS  
76103

1 PC x 12 PCS  
76100

8 027486 759323

8 027486 759293

Bean Classic: black for excellence; stylish and sought after 
just like saffron; a mysterious trail with woods and amber;
suitable for those who are convinced that classic is always 
the best choice.

Bean Sporty: light blue, for those who feel sporty and 
love to always be on the move. An intense and full-bodied 
fragrance.

Packaging

Code Item 

Packaging

Code Item 

Bean
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RECHARGE FRAGRANCES

8 027486 761005

8 027486 760985

8 027486 760978

GLAMOUR

CASUAL

BALANCE

Bean Glamour: its scent is literally intoxicating and its 
essence is based on white flowers and fine elements such 
as Bourbon Vanilla.

Bean Casual: its fragrance is reminiscent of outdoors,
fruity and pungent, fresh and aromatic, finishing off with 
cedar wood, suitable for those who love the outdoors and a 
relaxed lifestyle.

Bean Balance: for Zen personalities. Its colour is green and smells 
of bergamot; delicate, light and bubbly.

Packaging

Code Item 

Packaging

Code Item 

Packaging

Code Item 

1 PC x 12  PCS 
76284

1 PC x 12  PCS 
76282

1 PC x 12  PCS 
76281

Bean
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RECHARGE FRAGRANCES

8 027486 760992

8 027486 760961

CLASSIC

SPORTY

Bean Classic: black for excellence; stylish and sought after 
just like saffron; a mysterious trail with woods and amber;
suitable for those who are convinced that classic is always 
the best choice.

Bean Sporty: light blue, for those who feel sporty and 
love to always be on the move. An intense and full-bodied 
fragrance.

Packaging

Code Item 

Packaging

Code Item 

1 PC x 12  PCS 
76283

1 PC x 12  PCS 
76280

Bean
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TEXTURE FRAGRANCES

SUMMERLOVERS

ROCKABILLY

Dedicated to all tropical landscape enthusiasts.
A warm fragrance reminiscent of the scent of exotic fruits.

An extremely crisp and intriguing scent that is suitable for 
young people with a creative and eclectic personality.

Confezione

Cod. Art. 

Confezione

Cod. Art. 

12 PCS 
 78158

12 PCS 
 78157

8 027486 787043

8 027486 787036

Bean
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TEXTURE FRAGRANCES

BRITISH

A classic that never tires.
The elegance of a style represented by a memorable fragrance.

Confezione

Cod. Art. 

12 PCS
 78156

8 027486 787029

Bean
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VANILLA

OCEAN

CITRUS

12 PCS
77521

12 PCS
77522

12 PCS
 77524

8 027486 773145

8 027486 773152

8 027486 773176

Ideal for who prefer to hang his favorite perfumer on the rearview mirror.
Version hangable.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: Do not shake it more than once a week and regularly check 
the lid is closed. Do not fill with too much liquid to avoid dripping.

AIR FRAGRANCES

Packaging

Code Item 

Packaging

Code Item 

Packaging

Code Item 

Bean
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AIR FRAGRANCES

APPLE

COCONUT

STRAWBERRY

12 PCS
77523

12 PCS
77525

12 PCS
77520

8 027486 773169

8 027486 773183

8 027486 773138

Packaging

Code Item 

Packaging

Code Item 

Packaging

Code Item 

Bean
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SPRAY FRAGRANCE
and DISPLAYS

Air and car freshener with fine long-lasting fragrances. Designed to release a pleasant 
fragrance and eliminate unpleasant odours such as smoke, humidity, animals, etc. It 
conveys a feeling of a scented and hygienic environment.

Perfumes your vehicle.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: 1. Shake the can very well before use. 2. Spray inside the 
vehicle to diffuse deodorization. 3. For fabrics: spray from a distance of about 20-30 
cm and leave to dry (for delicate fabrics, first try on a hidden part). Note: Do not use 
on leather and hide.

CLASSIC MAN

8 027486 762071

Packaging

Code Item 

150 ml spray  1 PC X 12 PCS
76389

Bean

BEAN BLISTER HANGER Hanger with mixed Bean fragrances; 2 hangers per pack.

1 pc / hook
18 hooks
1 pc x 18 hooks = 18 pcs MIXED FRAGRANCES

Code Item 76624 1 BOX  X 2PCS
8 027486 764365
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DISPLAYS

Display for the blister packs and 150 ml Bean Classic Man spray.

Self-assembling display for 150 ml Bean Classic Man spray.

Bean

MALE BLISTER PACK 
V.2B

MALE PALL-BOX 
V.3B

6 pcs for hooks   
4 hooks per shelf
4 shelves
TOTAL EXPO 96 PCS OF MIXED FRAGRANCES

7 pcs at the front 
5 pcs depth-wise
TOTAL EXPO 35 PCS

9 pcs per cell 
6 cells
TOTAL EXPO 54 PCS

Code Item 

Code Item 

76508

76509

8 027486 763245

8 027486 763252
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MIXED DISPLAYS

Display for the Marta la Farfalla and Bean blister packs and 150 ml Marta la Farfalla 
Pink Roses and Bean Classic Man spray.

Self-assembling display for 150 ml Marta la Farfalla Pink Roses and Bean 
Classic Man spray.

Marta la Farfalla and Bean

10 pcs for hooks   
2 hooks per shelf
4 shelves
TOTAL EXPO 80 PCS OF MIXED FRAGRANCES

3 pcs at the front
5 pcs depth-wise
TOTAL EXPO 15 PCS

9 pcs per cell 
3 cells
TOTAL EXPO 27 PCS

MIXED BLISTER PACK 
V.2C

6 pcs for hooks   
2 hooks per shelf
4 shelves
TOTAL EXPO 48 PCS OF MIXED FRAGRANCES

4 pcs at the front 
5 pcs depth-wise
TOTAL EXPO 20 PCS

9 pcs per cell 
3 cells
TOTAL EXPO 27 PCS

MIXED PALL-BOX 
V.3C

Code Item 

Code Item 

76511

76510

8 027486 763276

8 027486 763269



DISCOVER THE OTHER FRA-BER PRODUCTS

A COMPLETE RANGE OF
HOBBY LINE PRODUCTS
FOR CAR CARE.
THE AKTIV-E LINE WAS
FORMULATED WITH
UNIQUE AND CRUCIAL
CHARACTERISTICS:

A FULL RANGE OF PRODUCTS
TO CLEAN ANY KIND OF
SURFACE AND ENVIRONMENT.
PRODUCTS SUITABLE TO
TAKE CARE OF ANY DETAIL
AROUND THEM.

> THE PRODUCTS FEATURE
   ADDED ACTIVE ENZYMES
   THAT IMPROVE CAR
   CLEANING QUALITY.

> THE SPECIAL FORMULAS
   GUARANTEE THE SAFETY
   OF THE DELICATE PARTS
   OF YOUR CAR WITH VDA
   CERTIFICATION. 

> THE FORMULAS HAVE
   BEEN PATENTED FOR THE
   USE OF CAR WASHING
   PRODUCTS WITH ACTIVE
   ENZYMES.

> THE AKTIV-E LINE
   HAS BEEN FORMULATED
   BASED ON PROFESSIONAL
   FORMULAS USED IN THE
   CAR WASH INDUSTRY
   AND SOLD IN OVER 50
   COUNTRIES.
  
   VISIT THE WEBSITE: 
   WWW.AKTIV-E.IT

> DETERGENTS FOR 
   FLOORS MADE OF:
   WOOD, CERAMIC,
   STONEWARE, CONCRETE,
   STONE, LINOLEUM, 
   RUBBER AND CARPETS.

> WASHES&WAXES WITH A
   DETERGENT AND 
   REPAIRING EFFECT, PLUS 
   THEY ADD A GLOSSY
   TOUCH DETERGENTS 
   AND DEGREASERS FOR 
   INTENSE DAILY 
   CLEANING.

> CRYSTALLIZING 
   PRODUCTS AND SPECIAL
   TREATMENTS. DESCALING
   PRODUCTS AND
   LIMESCALE REMOVERS
   FOR THE BATHROOM AND
   KITCHEN

> DETERGENTS AND RINSE
   AIDS.

> DETERGENTS, 
   CONDITIONERS AND
   BLEACHES FOR FABRICS.

FRA-BER HAS BEEN A
LONG-STANDING EXPERT
IN MAKING CAR DETERGENTS.
THIS PASSIONATE
APPROACH HAS ALLOWED
US TO DEVELOP A LINE OF
PRODUCTS THAT MEET ANY
KIND OF NEED.

> GLASS CLEANERS

> RIM CLEANERS

> ICE REMOVER

> WINDSCREEN LIQUIDS

> TREATMENTS FOR
   LEATHER INTERIORS

> INSECT REMOVER

> WATER AND
   OIL-REPELLENT
   TREATMENTS FOR
   FABRIC SURFACES

> BODYWORK CLEANER 

> POLISH 

> SANITIZERS

CLEANING
LINE

CAR
LINE

AKTIV-E
LINE



NOTES



NOTES



Via M.K. Gandhi 33-35 
24051 Antegnate (BG) Italy 

Tel. +39 0363.905287
Fax +39 0363.905290 

www.fra-ber.com
info@fra-ber.it


